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This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.The driver may be included in your OS or you may not need a driver. Recommended
Drivers File Name Date File Size Optional Drivers File Name Date File Size Recommended Software
File Name Date File Size Optional Software File Name Date File Size Recommended Manuals File
Name Date File Size Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size This warranty shall not extend to
consumables, such as paper, as to which there shall be no warranty or replacement. You will be
responsible for installing the user replaceable items in your Product. Repairs of such Canon brand
peripheral equipment shall be governed by the terms of the Separate Warranty.Nor does this
warranty extend to any Product on which the original identification marks or serial numbers have
been defaced, removed, or altered. This warranty shall not extend to consumables, such as paper, as
to which there shall be no warranty or replacement.You will be responsible for installing the user
replaceable items in your Product. If the service or exchange is performed, and 1 the Product
malfunction is not covered by this limited warranty, or 2 the applicable warranty period has expired
or has not been sufficiently established by appropriate documentation, then you will be charged for
such service at the then current service rates of Canon USA or the Service Provider, or for such
exchange, as applicable. This warranty shall only apply if the Product is used in conjunction with
compatible computers, peripheral equipment, and software. Repairs of such Canon brand peripheral
equipment shall be governed by the terms of the Separate Warranty.Nor does this warranty extend
to any Product on which the original identification marks or serial numbers have been defaced,
removed, or altered.http://esfpraktijk.nl/uploads/3m-s55i-manual.xml
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The warranty in the preceding sentence applies to Toner and DrumsA defective Toner or Drum
returned to Canon U.S.A., Inc., Canon Canada, Inc. or anThe warranty period for anyDrum i.e.
Canon USA, Inc., Canon Canada, Inc. or a Dealer. To obtain the shipping address of Canon U.S.A,
Inc. or. Canon Canada, Inc., please call the Canon U.S.A., Inc. Help Desk at 18008284040 or Canon
Canada Technical. Support at 1800OKCANON. Shipping charges, if any, must be prepaid. If your
Toner or Drum is covered by thisInc. or the Dealer from whom you purchased the Toner or
Drum.Toner or Drum yield will vary depending on average density of originals copied and
otherCanon which damage the Toner or Drum or cause abnormally frequent service calls or service
problems. Nor doesKeep from contact with oxidizing materials. Refer to instructions for handling
and storing. Scroll down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier
checkout. Visit the Canon Online Store It provides up to two full years of service and support from
the date you purchased your Canon product.Protect against unforeseen repair costs, excessive
downtime, and enjoy peace of mind for years to come knowing your new equipment is fully covered.
It provides up to three full years of service and support from the date you purchased your Canon
product.Protect against unforeseen repair costs, excessive downtime, and enjoy peace of mind for
years to come knowing your new equipment is fully covered. It provides up to four full years of
service and support from the date you purchased your Canon product.Protect against unforeseen
repair costs, excessive downtime, and enjoy peace of mind for years to come knowing your new
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equipment is fully covered. It provides up to five full years of service and support from the date you
purchased your Canon product.Protect against unforeseen repair costs, excessive downtime, and
enjoy peace of mind for years to come knowing your new equipment is fully
covered.http://ildungrice.com/fileupload/fckeditor/daewoo-lacetti-nubira-service-manual.xml

These documentations are only intended for qualified technicians who are aware of the respective
safety regulations. Products names, logos, brands and other trademarks are the property of their
respective trademark holders in the USA and other countries. By parts code you can check what
other devices it is used. You can print your Parts List or export to Excel to further work with it. We
only help you to create your parts list for request from your suppliers. Add your headers and
comments. Use saved Parts Lists as templates to create new lists. Change the contents of the old list
and save it as new. You can add, delete list items, change headers, comments and quantity of spare
parts. This Agreement constitutes the complete and exclusive agreement, oral or written, between
you and Nikon. We may be unable to respond to inquiries from individuals who have not purchased
our products. Please note that the manual and the contact information therein are subject to change
without notice. You must reproduce on each copy the Nikon copyright notice and any other
proprietary legends that were on the original. In the event a dispute arises under or in connection
with this Agreement, you hereby consent to personal jurisdiction of Japan and waive any objection
that such forum is inconvenient. You further consent to service of process in any action arising from
this Agreement by regular mail or other commercially reasonable means of receipted delivery. If any
provision of the Agreement shall be determined invalid for any reason, the remaining provisions
shall not be invalidated and shall remain in full force and effect. This Agreement sets forth the entire
agreement and understanding between you and Nikon, and supersedes and replaces any other
agreements relating to the subject matter of this Agreement.

The failure of any party to insist upon strict performance of any of the terms or provisions of this
Agreement, or the exercise of any option, right or remedy contained herein, shall not be construed
as a waiver of any future application of such term, provision, option, right or remedy, and such term,
provision, option, right or remedy shall continue and remain in full force and effect. The headings of
the sections of this Agreement are inserted for convenience only and shall not constitute a part
hereof or affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement. Except as otherwise
expressly provided herein, the provisions of section 3 and section 4 together with any provisions that
by their express terms apply to periods after termination of this Agreement, shall survive
termination of this Agreement for any reason. To view descriptions, cautions, and download and
installation instructions, click “View download page”.Note that a card reader or other equipment
may be required for some firmware updates. Instructions can be found on the download page. To
view descriptions, cautions, and download and installation instructions, click “View download page”.
For information about machine setup and softwarePage 2 Manuals for the MachineSymbols Used in
This ManualPage 4 Main Functions Main FunctionsYou can see frequahtely asked Scan a Document
with. Page 7 Basic Operation Learn the Names and Functions of Each Part of the Machine. 8Toner
cover. Open this cover to access the toner. Paper exit guide. Open this guide to clear paperjams.
Page 11 Back SidePage 12 Learn the Functions of the Operation PanelPage 16 Place
DocumentsPage 17 Placing Documents on the Platen Glass wBefore loading paper, check the paper
is the right type. If you load inappropriate paperPage 22 Loading Envelopes or Paper with a
LetterheadPage 23 Setting a Paper Size and TypeMake sure that the Paper Settings match the size
and the type.

Page 24 Switch to the Quiet ModeYou can set whether or not to conserve toner when copying. When
using. Page 26 MemoEnlarge or Reduce Copies. 29. Adjust the Image Quality for Copy. 29. Page 28
Make a Basic CopyEnlarge or reduce copies using preset copy ratios or custom copy ratios.When
using the D560,Page 33 Copy a DoubleSided ID CardThis chapter describes basic print functions.
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Print. Page 36 Print a DocumentPage 39 Print a BookletYou can thenYou can add watermarks, such
as “DRAFT,” to a document.Page 42 View and Cancel Print JobsPage 44 Understand the Scanning
MethodYou can scan a document using the Scan mode.Page 50 Scan a Document with the Scanner
DriverPage 51 Maintenance and Management Clean the Machine. 52Page 54 Cleaning the Platen
Glass and FeederPage 55 Check and Replace Toner CartridgesWhen the toner has almost run out,
streaks may. Page 56 3 Insert the toner cartridge.Page 57 When pulling out the sealing tapePage 58
0 Follow all local and federal regulations when disposing of the sealing tapePage 59 Troubleshooting
Clear Jams. 60Page 60 Clear JamsAfter removing any documents placed in the feeder, follow the
procedure below. Page 62 Clearing Paper Jams Inside the MachinePage 63 8 When the leading edge
emerges, hold both sides of the jammed paperStep 2. Page 64 w Check and remove thejammed
paper in the rear cover.This section describes some of messages related to the memory and
paper.Page 66 Improve Output QualityPage 67 Symptom Example Action. Page 68 Resolve a
ProblemPage 71 The Clean Earth Campaign Recycling Used Cartridges USA. PROGRAMPage 72
Important Safety Instructions Please call 1—800—OK—Canon to receive US. Postal Service Working
to preserve endangered species is a long—standing CanonPage 73 Power Supply Maintenance and
InspectionsLegal Limitations. Page 75 Memo. And by having access to our ebooks online or by
storing it on your computer, you have convenient answers with Canon Users Manual.

To get started finding Canon Users Manual, you are right to find our website which has a
comprehensive collection of manuals listed. Our library is the biggest of these that have literally
hundreds of thousands of different products represented. I get my most wanted eBook Many thanks
If there is a survey it only takes 5 minutes, try any survey which works for you. Used Like NewPlease
try again.Please try again.Please choose a different delivery location.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register
a free business account Full content visible, double tap to read brief content. Please try your search
again later.The D530 uses less than 2 watts in energy saver mode and meets Energy Star guidelines.
Learn more about Canons commitment to sustainability and Canons Generation Green Program at
the official website. From cuttingedge technology to industryleading response times, Canon U.S.A.
takes pride in delivering complete customer satisfaction. Canon’s awardwinning, 100% U.S.based,
friendly, and knowledgeable Customer Service Team provides expert assistance for every level of
experience.The Single Cartridge System combines the toner and drum into the same unit, so you
only have 1 consumable to replace. Designed by Canon engineers and manufactured in Canon
facilities, Genuine supplies are developed using precise specifications, so you can be confident that
your Canon device will produce highquality results consistently. The D530 offers standard Cartridge
128 2,100 page yield.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we
don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please
try again later. Anne Anderson 1.0 out of 5 stars Items that I print are fine. Items copied are okay.

However, and this is a large however for me, everything that I scan and email is hard to read. The
quality of the copy is horrible. I very much wish I had purchased one at my big box store as I would
be able to return it easily.We dont print photos from home or much else in color and we dont print as
much as we used to which is probably why the inkjets get all gummed up so moving from color to
black and white seemed like a good idea. I was a little shocked when this arrived as it was much
bigger and heavier than I expected and we did have to move somethings around to get this to fit so
be sure you have room for this before you order it. I got it out of the box, unplugged the inkjet and
plugged this one in and within moments of being turned on Windows 10 found and installed all the
drivers and I had set as the default printer in no time. When I printed a test page I was amazed at
how quickly it printed, and later printings have proven that this printer is fast. The scanner and
copier work as designed as well and another nice thing is this printer has a huge paper tray that
holds several times the paper as a normal home printer which means less trips for me to the



basement to get more paper.Features 1 scans, 2 Copies, 3 two sided printing, 4 Easy front paper
loading, 5 Scans color nice surprise, looks good to. But with this theres no struggling to get your
fingers out from under it its light, easy to lift, and move Measurements Height 11 inches. Width 15
inches. Depth 16 inches I suggest one thing open the front hatch and let it air out because it does
have a chemical like odor, but it is new and plastic so I expected that no biggie. Before leaving it to
air out you can put Windex, lemon Pinesol, or a room deodorizing spray on a dampened with plain
water rag open the part where the paper goes in and wipe it out this removes most of the smell, then
leave the front hatch open and let it air out, it worked great for me.

But never go near the insides or toner cartridge or its connections of the printer with detergents as
it can cause damage. March 19 2015 Matthew Sutterer a printer technician in a comment pointed
out that Ammonia can damage the drum part of the toner cartridge, thanks Matthew Update March
19 2015 My baby is still going strong and working like a champ, no problems or annoyances
smilesAfter spending way too much on inkjet cartridges that would dry out between her usage, I
finally decided to just go with a laser printer. Its overkill for her needs, but in the long run it makes
more money sense. Shes happy, so Im happy, and its all good.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again O recomiendo muy
rapida y efectiva es lo que yo esperaba. Lo recomiendo ampliamente.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again We use scanner and photocopier mainly.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again. The topics include Basic Operation, Learn Functions of Each Part of the Machine,
Front Side, Interior, Back Side, Learn the Functions of the Operation Panel, Switch to Copy or Scan
Mode, Set Date and Time, Place Documents, Placing Documents on the Platen Glass, Placing
Documents in the Feeder D560 Only, Load Paper, Loading Paper in the Paper Cassette, Loading
Paper in the MultiPurpose Tray, Loading Envelopes or Paper with a Letterhead, Setting a Paper Size
and Type, Switch to the Quiet Mode, Switch to the Sleep Mode, Use the Toner Saver Mode and get
more information. You will be able to install software to enhance the product’s functionality. Make
sure you have PDF viewer application and use the most current version of the PDF reader for
viewing these PDF user manual guide documentation.

To view how to use printer driver and scanner driver, refer to the driver guides included in the User
Software CDROM and the driver’s help. If this Canon PIXMA MG6821 Manuals Pdf guide download
error persists, you should contact the support center Feel free to leave a comment below. Links
Pictures Not surprisingly, Olympus has also made a strong showing in the digicam
marketplace,Zoom, namely the ISO, sharpness, and contrast adjustments. Still, the cameraWith a
suggested retail priceSlightly smaller than the preceding D550 Zoom, the D560 Zoom should fit
intoA true, 3x optical zoom lens and 3.3megapixel CCD capture great images, withIn its normal AF
mode, the D560 Zoom focuses from 1.6 feet 50 centimeters to infinity, with a macro setting focusing
as close as 8.0 inches 20 centimeters. In addition to the 3x optical zoom, the D560 Zoom features as
much as 3.3x digital zoom, increasing its zoom capabilities to 10x. However, because digital zoom
simply enlarges the center pixels of the CCD, image quality typically suffers. For composing images,
the D560 Zoom features a realimage optical viewfinder, as well as a 1.8inch color LCD monitor. A
multipage LCD menu system accesses the available settings, although you can adjust flash mode, the
selftimer, macro mode, and zoom externally. An initial shortcut menu screen pops up before entering
the main Record menu, which accesses the cameras Movie, Image Size, and Mode Reset options
instantly, or you can enter the main Record menu. By default, the camera uses a Digital ESP
metering mode, which analyzes subject contrast and brightness across the entire frame to determine
the best exposure. A Spot metering option is available for high contrast or offcenter subjects
through the Record menu. Theres also a White Balance setting, for adjusting overall color balance.
Options include Auto, Daylight, Cloudy, Incandescent, and Fluorescent modes.



The D560 Zooms builtin flash operates in Auto, RedEye Reduction, Forced fill, and Suppressed off
modes. Four preset Scene modes are also available through the Record menu, including Portrait,
Landscape, Night Scene, and Self Portrait modes. Portrait mode captures the subject in front of a
slightly blurred background, while Landscape gets both the subject and the background in sharp
focus, great for portraits in front of scenery. Night Scene mode extends the available shutter times
to two seconds, and automatically combines the flash with the slower shutter speed you can cancel
the flash if you want to. Self Portrait mode lets you point the camera at yourself inhand and
automatically fixes focus on you. The lens remains locked at the wideangle setting so that you get a
sharplyfocused portrait.For a motordrive effect, the Sequential Shooting mode captures a rapid
series of images while the Shutter button is held down. The actual number of images depends on the
size and quality settings, as well as the amount of memory card space. After capture, the images are
saved sidebyside as one image, giving a splitscreen effect. As with many Olympus cameras, a
panorama mode is available when using special Olympus xDPicture Cards, and records as many as
10 consecutive images to blend into one panoramic image. For more creative effects, you can
transform your full color images to sepia tone or blackandwhite pictures through the cameras
Playback menu. Finally, the D560 Zoom has a Movie mode that records moving images without
sound as long as the memory card has room, at either 320 x 240 or 160 x 120 pixels. I strongly
suggest buying at least a 64MB card though, so you dont miss any important shots. A CDROM
loaded with Camedia Master 4.1 accompanies the camera, compatible with both Windows and
Macintosh platforms including Windows XP and Mac OS X.

The camera comes with a set of two singleuse AA alkaline batteries, but can also use NiMH, lithium,
or NiCd batteries, as well as a single CRV3 lithiumion battery pack all sold as separate accessories. I
recommend picking up a couple of sets of rechargeable batteries, keeping the spare set freshly
charged at all times. The optional AC adapter is recommended for timeconsuming tasks such
downloading images to a computer. Also included with the D560 Zoom is a video cable for
connecting to a television set, and a USB cable for downloading images to a computer. Megapixel,
3x zoom Xi subcompact Picks ! The availability of preset Scene modes helpsImage quality is high
enough for makingThis would be a good camera for a family, easy to useSmall and compact, the
D560 Zoom should find its way into coat pockets and purses with no problem, and may fit into larger
shirt pockets. At a size just slightly smaller than the preceding D550 Zoom, the D560 Zoom
measures 4.2 x 2.2 x 1.6 inches 108 x 58 x 40 millimeters. A molded plastic body keeps the D560
Zooms weight down to 8 ounces 229 grams with batteries. With the included wrist strap attached,
the D560 Zoom is easy to hold and fits the hand well. The sliding lens cover also controls the power,
activating the camera and placing it into Record Shooting mode. When opened, the cover provides a
sculpted ridge near the right edge of the camera, which serves as a grip for your fingers as they
wrap around the camera.The battery compartment door slides down before opening outward to
reveal the battery slot. Next to the battery compartment is the xDPicture Card slot, protected by a
hinged, plastic door, which swings open toward the rear panel. A small, rubbery flap protects the
USB jack, which is directly above the memory compartment. The top of the strip is attached to the
camera, so you dont have to worry about losing the protective cover.

Along the far right side of the rear panel is a gently sculpted recess that accommodates your thumb
as you hold the camera in your right hand, providing a secure grip. Simply openingEntering
Playback mode is a littlePressing the display buttonA FourWay ArrowIt also scrolls throughThe
shortcut screenDisplay The D560 Zoom has but a single recordmode display, shown at right. The
displayDisplay In playback mode, you can use the D560s zoom control to zoom in or out onZooming
out from a fullframe viewThe screen shotSliding the cover open turnsLikewise, closing the cover
turns the camera off and returns to the lens toFully depressingIn any mode, the arrow keys navigate
through menuThe down arrow controls the SelfTimer mode, and the right arrow button selects Flash
modes, cycling through Auto, RedEye Reduction, Forced, and Off. When an image has been



enlarged, all four arrows navigate within the view. It also servesIf pressed twice quicklyA second
press of the button shuts off the camera only while the lens cover is closed. The following exposure
and camera options areScene mode selected Puts the camera into Movie Record mode, for recording
moving images withoutMovie resolutionsMenu Displays the following fourpage menu systemESP
default. Spot metering reads the exposure from the very centerDigital ESPAlignment
guidelinesOptions include Auto, Daylight, Cloudy. Incandescent, or Fluorescent. The following
playback options are available through the Playback settings menu Show Automates a slide show of
all still images on the memory card. OneMenu Displays the following fourpage menuWriteprotection
locks the image file soYou can also establish the number of prints, whether or not the dateBoth
optionsClick on one any of the thumbnails below for a larger view. Click on the largerThanks Gibbs
and Stephanie! If the fullsizedExplore the images on the pictures page, to see how the D560 Zooms
images compare to other cameras you may be considering.

Typically, the Auto white balance setting produced a slightly reddishpink cast, and the Daylight
setting was often somewhat warm. Nonetheless, overall color wasnt at all bad, and the slight color
casts could be corrected postcapture with image editing software. On the difficult Indoor Portrait
shots, the D560s auto white balance setting did a better than average job with the very warmhued
room lighting. The camera handled pastel tones well, though I did notice that the some of the strong
additive primary colors intense red and blue shades were just a bit oversaturated. Skin tones tended
to be a bit on the pink side, but I expect that most consumers would find the net result pleasing.
Exposure The D560 Zooms exposure system had a tendency to slightly underexpose some shots, but
it did better than most on the Outdoor Portrait shot. Shadow detail was moderate, but midtones
were reasonably bright in the highkey outdoor portrait. The indoor portraits required an average
amount of positive exposure compensation, as did the outdoor portrait, and the cameras photos tend
to get rather contrasty under harsh lighting. Overall, though, a good job. It started showing artifacts
in the test patterns at resolutions as low as 700 lines per picture height vertically, and around 600
lines horizontally. Closeups The D560 Zoom captured a fairly large macro area, measuring 7.71 x
5.78 inches 196 x 147 millimeters. Resolution is moderately high, with good detail in the dollar bill,
coins, and brooch. Corner softness is present, but barely noticeable. The D560 Zooms flash almost
throttles down too much for the macro area, with strong falloff in the corners of the frame. Overall,
the D560 wouldnt be your first choice if you had a lot of macro shooting to do. Night Shots The D560
Zoom has a maximum twosecond exposure time, accessible through the cameras Night Scene
exposure mode. The longer exposures are only available in Night Scene mode.

Even in this mode, the camera captured bright, usable images only as low as one footcandle 11 lux,
about the equivalent of city street lighting at night. Color balance was slightly warm and reddish
with the Auto white balance, going to a pinkish cast in the darker images. The LCD monitor fared
much better, showing approximately 97 percent frame accuracy at wide angle, and approximately 98
percent at telephoto. Given that I like LCD monitors to be as close to 100 percent accuracy as
possible, the D560 Zooms LCD monitor performed well in that regard, but Id really like to see a
more accurate optical viewfinder. On the D560, its doubly regrettable that the optical VF isnt more
accurate, as the cameras power consumption when its run with the LCD left off is almost
nonexistent. Optical Distortion Optical distortion on the D560 Zoom was slightly higher than average
at the wideangle end, where I measured an approximate 0.9 percent barrel distortion. The telephoto
end fared much better, as I found only about a halfpixel of pincushion distortion. Thatd be about
0.03 percent pincushion. Chromatic aberration is pretty good Theres as much as 56 pixels of
blurring in the corners of the frame, but the color from the chromatic aberration is pretty weak. This
distortion is visible as a very slight colored fringe around the objects at the edges of the field of view
on the resolution target. The only other distortion I noticed was some fairly slight corner softness in
a number of my test photos. Battery Life Like most Olympus cameras Ive tested, the D560 Zoom
showed very good battery life, particularly for a compact model, and most especially when the LCD



was left off in capture mode. I still strongly recommend purchasing a couple of spare sets of
batteries when you buy the camera, as Murphys law definitely applies to digicam battery capacity
they always run out of juice at the worst possible moment, but the D560 Zoom does much better
than most compact digicams in this area.

The one fly in the ointment is that the D560s optical viewfinder is less accurate than most, which will
force you to use the LCD more often than you otherwise might have to.Just as important as an extra
memory card is a tool to rescue your imagesI get a lot of emailMemory cardGiven the amount ofSo
download PhotoRescue for. Windows or PhotoRescue for. Mac while youre thinking of it. While youre
at it, download the. PDF manual and quickstart OK, now back to our regularly scheduled review.
Megapixel, 3x zoom Xi subcompact Picks ! Check out our free Photo School area! The pointandshoot
style will put novices at ease, while a handful of exposureThe D560 Zooms compact size is
perfectD560 Zoom is also a good second camera for more experienced enthusiasts. Overall. You can
print, zoom or read any diagram, picture or page from this Service Manual. Every chapter on this
manual is fully detailed and contain all the simulation codes, trouble codes, maintenance
procedures, reset procedures, diagnose procedures of Canon. You can find easily everything what do
you need. To see what contain, please read table of contents. Tethering Kit Let Us Know About it!
Let us help ensure you purchase the right cable the first time. By using our Cable Compatibility
Finder, you can easily determine the options available for your needs. Simply select the
manufacturer and model of your camera and we’ll show you the compatible cables to help you get
started and the extensions available.However, not all cameras listed support tethered photography.
To check if your specific camera is supported, please visit our Tethered Software page.Please check
your cameras instruction manual. If tethering is not supported, this cable will allow for image
transfer only. Please check your cameras instruction manual. If tethering is not supported, this cable
will allow for image transfer only. Please check your cameras instruction manual. If tethering is not
supported, this cable will allow for image transfer only.


